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Abstract

Thread allocation is an important problem in dis-
tributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems. A too
liberal thread allocation policy may cause deadlock, a
too conservative policy limits potential parallelism, thus
wasting resources. However, achieving (global) optimal
thread utilization, while avoiding deadlock, has been
proven impractical in distributed systems: it requires
too much communication between components.

In previous work we showed that efficient local thread
allocation protocols are possible if the protocols are pa-
rameterized by global static data, in particular, an an-
notation of the global call graph of all tasks to be per-
formed by the system. We proved that absence of cyclic
dependencies in this annotation guarantees absence of
deadlock.

In this paper we present an algorithm to compute
optimal annotations, that is annotations that maximize
parallelism while satisfying the condition of acyclicity.
Moreover, we show that the condition of acyclicity is in
fact tight and exhibits a rather surprising anomaly: if
a cyclic dependency is present in the annotation of the
call graph and a certain minimum number of threads
is provided, deadlock is reachable. Thus, in the pres-
ence of cyclic dependencies, increasing the number of
threads may introduce the possibility of deadlock in an
originally deadlock free system.

∗This research was supported in part by NSF grants CCR-
01-21403, CCR-02-20134, CCR-02-09237, CNS-0411363, and
CCF-0430102, by ARO grant DAAD19-01-1-0723, and by
NAVY/ONR contract N00014-03-1-0939.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study a problem common to sev-
eral forms of resource allocation in distributed and
real-time and embedded (DRE) systems. We focus
our study on distributed middleware architectures, and
in particular on thread allocation in the presence of
“nested upcalls.” We use “thread” to mean an “exe-
cution context”, a resource necessary to run a com-
putation. We assume that a dispatching mechanism
(i.e., a reactor [1]) in each distributed computational
node manages access to a local thread pool of a con-
stant size that is fixed at design time. A nested upcall
is produced when a method running in reactor A in-
vokes a remote method in reactor B, which in turn
invokes, possibly through further calls, a method in A.
Nested upcalls can be produced in a variety of mid-
dleware implementations [1, 2, 3]. One common way
to deal with nested upcalls is WaitOnConnection: ev-
ery time a method is invoked, the calling task holds on
to its thread until the call returns. Consequently, any
subsequent invocation to the same reactor—including
nested upcalls—requires a new thread to execute. A
common goal in the design of DRE systems is to cal-
culate a bound on resources. Provided with a fixed
number of threads, this strategy can lead to deadlocks.
How to avoid these deadlocks is the problem studied in
this paper.

An execution of a system consists of a concurrent
flow of “tasks” (e.g., method upcalls) competing for
threads, which can lead to a classic deadlock situation.
Deadlock occurs when a set of tasks is in a “circu-
lar wait” state, where each task in the set is waiting
for a thread currently held by another task in the set
while locking a thread that is, in turn, needed by one



of the other tasks. The phenomenon of deadlock has
been studied extensively in the context of computer
operating systems [4]. The two classical solutions are
deadlock prevention and deadlock avoidance.

Deadlock prevention is not possible for WaitOnCon-
nection because (1) threads can only be allocated to
one task a time, (2) a thread is held until the call is
finished, which may require subsequent threads in the
same and other reactors, and (3) a thread being held
by one task cannot be released to another task.

Deadlock avoidance methods keep the system in a
safe set of states where the circular chain of resource
contention that produces the deadlock does not occur.
Our work follows this approach. A classic deadlock
avoidance algorithm for non-distributed systems is Di-
jkstra’s Banker’s algorithm [6], which initiated much
follow-up research [7, 8, 9, 10] and is still the basis for
most current algorithms. Its key characteristic is the
use of a combination of static knowledge (the maxi-
mum amount of resources needed by each task) and
dynamic knowledge (the number of resources currently
available) to make its dynamic decisions about resource
allocation. This approach has been further refined in
deadlock avoidance algorithms for Flexible Manufac-
turing Systems (FMSs) [11, 12, 13, 14], which usually
incorporate more static knowledge about the processes
to maximize concurrency without sacrificing deadlock
freedom.

For distributed systems, on the other hand, it was
observed in [15, 16] that a general solution to dis-
tributed deadlock avoidance is impractical, since it re-
quires global atomic actions, or distributed synchro-
nization. In our previous work [17], however, we show
that efficient deadlock avoidance algorithms exist in the
particular case of systems in which the distributed call
graphs are nonrecursive and known a priori. For DRE
systems this is usually the case.

An efficient distributed deadlock avoidance algo-
rithm should access only local data at run-time. This
can be complemented, however, by static global data.
The protocols we proposed in [17] are parameterized
by annotations that are computed statically, based on
the call graphs. The efficiency (dispatching through-
put) and correctness (deadlock avoidance) depend on
these annotations. In [17] we established an annotation
condition that guarantees deadlock avoidance. The
first contribution of this paper is an algorithm to com-
pute annotations that satisfy the annotation condition
while maximizing thread utilization and thus through-
put. This appears in Section 4.

The second contribution of this paper, which ap-
pears in Section 5, is a proof that the annotation con-
dition is tight: violating it compromises deadlock free-

dom. Moreover we show that if the annotation con-
dition is violated, the following anomaly1 can occur:
a system that is deadlock free with a certain number
of threads can reach deadlock with a larger number
of threads. This is clearly undesirable from an en-
gineering perspective, since it is common practice to
“overprovision”, that is, assign extra resources to seek
higher confidence that safety and performance require-
ments will be met. Therefore, to avoid this situation,
the annotation condition must be satisfied.

Sections 2 and 3 summarize the computational
model and present the Annotation Theorem. Finally,
Section 6 presents our conclusions and describes possi-
ble lines of further research.

2. Model of Computation

We model a DRE system S : 〈R,G〉 as a set of
reactors R : {r1, . . . , rk} and a set of call graphs
G : {G1, . . . , Gm}. The reactors model the distributed
components where the local thread allocation is man-
aged and the computations are performed. The call
graphs model the flows of possible computations as fi-
nite trees 〈N = (M × R), E〉, where each node (f, r)
consists of a method name f (from a set M of possible
methods), and the reactor r that executes f . We use
the notation n : 〈f :r〉 to represent that node n consists
of method f that runs in reactor r. An edge between
〈f :r〉 and 〈g :s〉 represents that f , in the course of its
execution in r may invoke method g in reactor s.

Each reactor r maintains a set of local variables Vr

and has a number of preallocated threads (represented
by the constant Tr ≥ 1). Vr also contains a local vari-
able tr whose value represents the number of available
threads in r. Initially, in every reactor r, tr = Tr.

A protocol implements the distributed deadlock
avoidance algorithm and consists of two pieces of code:
one that runs when an incoming invocation requests a
new thread, and another that executes when a method
has terminated and the thread can be released. The
protocol runs in the reactor where the corresponding
method resides, and can be different for each node in
each call graph. In particular, two different methods
that run in the same reactor can run different proto-
cols.

Using these protocols, the invocation of a method
corresponds to the execution of the abstract program
shown in Fig. 1. The entry section, labeled by `0,
checks a condition on the local variables of the reactor
to ensure the availability of the thread and the safety of
its assignment. If the check is passed, then some local

1This anomaly resembles the Belady anomaly [18] that as-
signing more resources can degrade a system’s performance.
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variables are modified accordingly, and the task enters
the method invocation section, labeled `1. Upon termi-
nation (which might require the return of some remote
calls), the exit section, labeled `2 is run, which updates
local variables to record the release of the thread. The
entry and exit sections are executed atomically.

Multiple instances of these protocols can be running
concurrently in each reactor. Each instance is called a
task. Formally, the state of a task is modeled as a
labeled call graph:

Definition 1 (Labeled call graph). A labeled call graph
(G, γ) is an instance of a call graph G ∈ G and a la-
beling function γ : NG 7→ {⊥, `0, `1, `2, `3} that maps
each node in the call graph to a protocol location, or to
⊥ for method calls that have not been performed yet.

For example, when a new task is spawned, the
corresponding call graph G is labeled as follows:
γ(root(G)) = `0, and γ(n) = ⊥ for the rest of the
nodes. The subtree of an annotated call graph models
the state of a sub-task. We use “task” to refer to both
sub-tasks and proper tasks. If the root of a task is la-
beled ` we say that the task is in `. A task is said to
be active if it is in `1 or in `2, and waiting if it is in `0.

The state σ : 〈I, sR〉 of a system S consists of a
set I of existing (proper) tasks and valuations sR for
the local variables Vr of all reactors. The initial state
of a system Θ entails that I = ∅ (since there is no
task running initially in the system) and the initial
conditions Θr for all reactors r (in particular Θr →
tr = Tr, since all threads are initially available).

A run of a system is an infinite sequence of states
σ0, σ1, . . . such that (1) σ0 is an initial state (σ0 � Θ)
and (2) every state is obtained from a previous state
by a system’s transition, i.e., for every i, σi+1 results
from σi by taking one of the following transitions τ :

1. Creation: A new task is added to I, with all
nodes labeled ⊥;

2. Method invocation: a sub-task labeled ⊥, and
whose parent task is labeled `1, changes to `0;

3. Method entry: a waiting task whose enabling
condition, according to the protocol for its root
node, is satisfied changes from `0 to `1 and updates
the variables according to the protocol;

4. Method execution: a task in `1 whose all de-
scendants are labeled ⊥ or `3 changes its label to
`2;

5. Method exit: a task in `2 executes the action
corresponding to the exit section of its protocol
and changes the label to `3;

6. Deletion: a proper task in `3 is removed from I.

7. Silent: the state of the system is preserved.

All transitions except Creation and Silent are called
progressing transitions, since they correspond to the
progress of some existing task. Note that each task
only has a finite number of reachable labellings before
it is deleted. Moreover, no labeling is visited twice.

We assume that the protocols satisfy the following
two conditions:

1. The effect of the entry and exit actions in the local
variables of Vr cancel each other.

2. If the entry condition of some node n is disabled,
after the execution of the entry by some other task,
it is still disabled.

These two properties basically state that all the threads
granted to a task are returned when it finishes, and
that the assignment of threads to a different task can-
not help a waiting task to gain access to its desired
resources. In particular, spawning new tasks cannot
help deadlocked tasks. We are now ready to formally
define deadlock:

Definition 2 (Deadlock). A state σ is called a dead-
lock if some task is waiting, but only non-progressing
transitions are enabled.

If a deadlock is reached, the tasks involved cannot
progress. Intuitively, each of the tasks has locked some
threads that are necessary for other tasks to complete,
but none of them has enough resources to terminate.

2.1. Deadlock-avoidance Protocols

In [17] we introduced protocols that avoid deadlock
states and prove their correctness. These protocols are
based on annotations of call graphs, which are extra
static information attached to the call graph nodes and
inspected in the protocols. Formally, let N =

⋃

iNi be
the (disjoint) union of the nodes in the call graphs; an
annotation is a map α : N 7→ N. Examples of possible
annotations are the height of the node in the call graph,



or the local-height (maximum number of nodes that
reside in the same reactor in any descending path).

The first protocol, Basic-P, is shown in Fig. 2 (see
also [17]). In the entry section access is granted only
if the number of resources indicated by the annotation
is less than or equal to the number of threads avail-
able. Note that when the thread is granted, not all
resources—as indicated by the annotation—are imme-
diately reserved, since tr is only decremented by one.

Basic-P can be optimized exploiting the observa-
tion that tasks that need only one thread can always
terminate once the thread is granted, independently
of other tasks. The protocol Efficient-P, shown in
Fig. 3 (see also [17]) uses an extra local variable pr to
keep track of the potentially available threads, while
still using tr for the number of threads actually avail-
able.

3. The Annotation Theorem

Deadlock is caused by cyclic dependencies. In gen-
eral, the interference between different concurrent tasks
has to be considered. We introduce the notion of a
global call graph to capture all possible interferences:

Definition 3 (Global Call Graph). Given a system
S : 〈R, {G1, . . . , Gm}〉 and annotation function α, the
global call graph GS,α : 〈N,→, 〉 consists of:
• N :

⋃

iNi, the union of all call graph nodes;
• →:

⋃

i →
+
i , the union of the descendant relations

of all call graphs Gi, where →+
i is the transitive

closure of →i;
• is a defined as:

{(v, w) | α(v) ≥ α(w) and reactor(v)=reactor(w)}

where v and w may belong to different call graphs.

Example 1. Consider the following call graphs (func-
tion names are omitted for clarity):

G1 : n11 r n12 t n13 r n14 s

G2 : n21 r n22 s n23 r

n ::













`0 :

[

when α(n) ≤ tr do

tr--

]

`1 : f()
`2 : tr++

`3 :
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Consider the annotation α(n11) = 3, α(n12) =
α(n13) = α(n14) = 1, and α(n21) = 2, α(n22) =
α(n23) = 1. The following figure shows the global call
graph where the solid lines indicate edges in → and the
dotted lines indicate edges in . Transitive edges are
omitted for clarity.

n11 r
3

n12 t
1

n13 r
1

n14 s
1

n21 r
2

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

Definition 4 (Dependency Relation). Given a global
call graph GS,α : 〈N, →, 〉, v ∈ N is dependent on
w ∈ N , written v � w, if there exists a path from v to
w consisting of edges in → ∪ with at least one edge
in →.

For instance, in the global call graph of Exam-
ple 1 above, n11 � n22, but n11 6� n21. A global
call graph has a cyclic dependency if for some node
v, v � v. The global call graph of Example 1 con-
tains the following cyclic dependency: n13 � n13, since
n13 → n14 n22 → n23 n13. The following theorem
justifies that the protocols introduced above are indeed
distributed deadlock avoidance algorithms:

Theorem 5 (Annotation Theorem, from [17]). Given
a system S and annotation α, if the global call graph
GS,α does not contain any cyclic dependencies, then
both Basic-P and Efficient-P used with α guarantee
absence of deadlock.

A system S with annotations α satisfies the anno-
tation condition if there is no cyclic dependency in its
global call graph GS,α.

4. Minimal Annotations

In this section we show how to compute globally
acyclic annotations efficiently.

An annotation α is called minimal if it does not
have dependency cycles and reducing the value of the
annotation for one node produces a dependency cycle.
It is easy to see that in a minimal annotation decreasing
the value of any number of nodes while preserving the
rest also generates a dependency cycle. Moreover, the
annotation of any leaf in a minimal annotation is 1.

To compute a minimal annotation, we iterate
through the nodes in the global call graph in a reverse
topological order (with respect to the local descendant
relation →), i.e., we visit a node m before a node n
if n → m. At the iteration for node n we compute
the minimum value of α(n) such that no cycle exists
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1: {Order N in reverse topological order}
2: {Let Reactn = {m | reactor(m)=reactor(n)}}
3: for n = n1 to n|N | do

4: if n is a leaf then

5: Belown ← ∅

6: Candn ← ∅

7: α(n)← 1
8: else {n has D = Descn direct descendants}
9: Belown ← ∅

10: new = D

11: repeat

12: Belown ← Belown ∪ new
13: new←

⋃

i∈Belown
(Belowi ∪ Reachi)

14: until new ⊆ Belown

15: Candn ← Belown ∩ Reactn

16: α(n)← 1 + max {α(m)|m ∈ Candn}
17: end if

18: Reachn ← ∅

19: for all m visited, with m ∈ Reactn do

20: if α(m) ≤ α(n) then

21: Reachn ← Reachn ∪ {m}
22: end if

23: if α(n) ≤ α(m) then

24: Reachm ← Reachm ∪ {n}
25: end if

26: end for

27: end for

��� �����
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among the nodes already visited. When n is visited,
the following sets are computed:

1. The set Descn = {m | n → m} of all the direct
descendants of n.

2. The set Belown containing all nodes that can be
reached from descendants of n by any sequence of
→ or :

Belown = {m | ∃d ∈ Descn, d(→ ∪ )∗m}

3. Let Reactn be the set of nodes residing in the same
reactor as n. We define Candn as the set of all
possible nodes (candidates) that can precede n in

a cyclic dependency:

Candn = {m | m ∈ Belown, and m ∈ Reactn}.

To see that every candidate to precede n in a cyclic
dependency belongs to Candn, consider a cycle C that
contains n; clearly the node m preceding n in C has
to reside in the same reactor, since according to the
reverse topological order, no ancestor of n has been
visited. On the other hand, the successor s of n in C

is either: (1) a descendant of n (which is covered in
Belown) or (2) resides in the same reactor as n. Case
(2) is impossible since otherwise m n s and, by re-
moving n we can form a cycle that witnesses s ≺ s

without using n. This contradicts the inductive hy-
pothesis that prior to visit n the annotation has no
cycles.

Finally, to break the condition (1) we prevent m n

for all candidates m from Candn by assigning the fol-
lowing annotation for n:

α(n) = 1 + max{α(m) | m ∈ Candn}.

Note that with this annotation n does not appear in
any cycle with nodes visited previously. Moreover, by
picking a value smaller than α(n) a cycle can be cre-
ated, which justifies the minimality of the computed
annotation. Different minimal annotations can be com-
puted by picking different iteration orders.

Even a näıve implementation of the previous algo-
rithm that computes the Belown, Descn and Candn

sets from scratch at every iteration exhibits a low poly-
nomial complexity: Fig 4 shows an direct implementa-
tion the algorithm just described. Lines 8-13 compute
the set of nodes that are reachable from the direct de-
scendants of n using any number of → or , which
takes less than |N |2 steps. Lines 18-25 maintain in
Reachn the set of nodes reachable with , and takes
less than |N | steps. Therefore, the program finishes in
O(|N |3). Moreover, note that this computation is per-
formed at design time, and the annotations calculated
are used but not changed at run-time.



5. Producing Deadlocks

In this section we show that in every scenario whose
global call graph contains a dependency cycle, given
enough resources, a deadlock can be reached.

5.1. Dependency Cycles

A cyclic dependency can occur by a sequence of
nodes v1, . . . , vk, with v1 = vk such that:

1. for all i, vi → vi+1 or vi vi+1, and
2. for some j, vj → vj+1.
Without loss of generality, since both relations →

and are transitive, if one such sequence exists, then
there is another sequence such that edges from → and

alternate:

Definition 6 (Dependency cycle). A depen-
dency cycle consists of two sequences of nodes
〈[A1, . . . , Ak], [B1, . . . , Bk]〉, of the same length, such
that for all i there is an → edge from Ai to Bi and a

edge from Bi to Ai+1 (here + stands for addition
modulo k + 1 ):

A1 A2 A3

. . .

Ak

B1 B2 B3 Bk

The nodes Ai are called A-nodes or “above” nodes,
and nodes from B are called Bi-nodes or “below”
nodes. We say that a dependency cycle is simple if
there are no two A-nodes that reside in the same reac-
tor.

Lemma 7. If a global call graph GS,α has a depen-
dency cycle, then it also has a simple dependency cycle.

Proof. By contradiction, assume that there is a de-
pendency cycle but no simple dependency cycle. Let
C = 〈[A1, . . . , Ak], [B1, . . . , Bk]〉 be one dependency cy-
cle with the minimum number of pairs of A-nodes that
reside in the same reactor. In C there are Ai and Aj

that reside in the same reactor (w.l.o.g. we assume
j > i). Then, either α(Ai) ≥ α(Aj) or α(Aj) ≥ α(Ai).
In the first case:

Ai−1 Ai Aj

Bi−1 Bi Bj

by transitivity of , Bi−1 Aj and therefore the nodes

〈 [A1, . . . , Ai−1, Aj , . . . , Ak],
[B1, . . . , Bi−1, Bj . . . , Bk]〉

forms a dependency cycle of strictly fewer pairs of
A-nodes running in the same reactor. Similarly, if
α(Aj) ≥ α(Ai), as shown in:

Ai Aj−1 Aj

Bi Bj−1 Bj

By transitivity Bj−1 Ai, and then the sub-graph
〈[Ai, . . . , Aj−1], [Bi, . . . , Bj−1]〉 forms a dependency cy-
cle with fewer coincidences. In both cases the minimal-
ity of the dependency cycle is contradicted. Therefore
there is a simple dependency cycle, as desired.

The following definition models the sequence of calls
that a task must perform to enter a node and execute
the corresponding method:

Definition 8 (Path). A path in a call graph Gj is a
sequence of nodes, starting from the root, that follows
the descendant relation→j. The path leading to a node
n is the ordered sequence of its ancestors. The nodes
n1, . . . , nk−1 are called internal nodes of the path π :
(n1, . . . , nk−1, nk).

5.2. Unavoidable deadlocks

We introduce the notion of “unavoidable deadlocks”
to aid in reasoning about system states that will in-
evitably reach a deadlock. An unavoidable deadlock
state will reach a deadlock if the tasks involved are
scheduled to execute, so either the tasks starve or the
system will reach a deadlock, but they cannot progress
to termination. Unavoidable deadlocks are easier to
produce in proofs than deadlocks.

Definition 9 (Unavoidable deadlock). A state σ with
tasks I = {Pi} is an unavoidable deadlock state if no
Pi terminates in any state reachable from σ.

An alternative characterization is given by:

Lemma 10. If in state σ no task can individually pro-
ceed to completion when continuously scheduled, then
σ is an unavoidable deadlock.

Proof. (Sketch) We show that if σ is not an unavoidable
deadlock state, then there is a task that can proceed
to termination when continuously scheduled. Consider
the shortest run extending σ for which an existing task
terminates. Clearly, there is no creation of new tasks
since we could produce a strictly shorter run by remov-
ing all the corresponding transitions. If all transitions
in the extension are related to the terminating process
P , we are done. If not, pick one of the transitions τ



that is not related to P ; since τ does not increase re-
sources, all transitions that are subsequently enabled in
the run were enabled had τ not been taken. Therefore,
we can produce a shorter run by removing τ .

5.3. Producing Deadlocks

Example 2 below shows a scenario with an annota-
tion and initial resources that does not lead to a dead-
lock in spite of the presence of a cyclic dependency.
We then increase the reactor’s resources by just enough
threads to show that there is a deadlock.

Given a system consisting of a global call graph with
a dependency cycle we prove the existence of resources
such that some run leads to deadlock. We calculate
these resources by generating a system’s run that such
that when all the A-nodes in a simple dependency cy-
cle are entered by tasks, no more tasks can visit any
A-node, and consequently no B-node can be visited ei-
ther. In effect, the tasks cannot proceed beyond the
A-nodes thus reaching an unavoidable deadlock state.

We construct the run as follows. Let
〈[A1, . . . , Am], [B1, . . . , Bm]〉 be a simple depen-
dency cycle in a global call graph G, for the (distinct)
reactors r1, . . . , rm ⊆ R. Let π1, . . . , πm be the paths
leading to the A-nodes A1, . . . , Am. We build an
execution by spawning ki tasks for each path πi and
scheduling the ki tasks to gain access to the nodes in
πi simultaneously.

During the construction of this execution we gener-
ate a set of constraints (on the possible values of ki and
the total number of threads {Tr}) in order for all the
sets of tasks ki to be able to reach their target node Ai

and exhaust the threads after they gain access to Ai’s
method section. A global constraint consisting of the
conjunction of all these intermediate constraints cap-
tures for which values the run exists. Finally, we prove
that this global constraint is satisfiable. Each solution
corresponds to an actual execution of the system that
reaches an unavoidable deadlock.

The first constraints capture the properties that the
sets of resources are not empty and that at least one
task follow each path:

∧

r

Tr ≥ 1
∧

πi

ki ≥ 1 (1)

A (macro) step in the execution consists of all the ki

tasks, that follow some path πi, entering the method
section of a node n in πi. In terms of the computational
model described in Sec. 2 above, this corresponds to ki

consecutive executions of the Method entry transi-
tion. We use (n, ki) to denote that all the ki tasks gain
access to the method section of node n, and say that

the ki tasks “visit” node n. We use H to represent the
set of all visits during an execution:

H
def
= {(n, ki) | n belongs to path πi}.

Observe that, in principle, the same node n could be-
long to different paths, if they share a common prefix,
and therefore there can be more than one visit to the
same node n (for different ki’s).

The steps of the paths can be interleaved in many
ways, each of which leads to different runs and is cap-
tured by different constraints. We consider any total
order < on H that respects the topological order of
each path, that is, if n appears before m in path πi

then (n, ki) < (m, ki). Also, we say that a total order
is admissible if it also satisfies that every A -node is the
last node visited residing in its reactor (i.e., if (n, kj)
resides in ri then (n, kj) < (Ai, ki).) Finally, we define
(Hr, <r) to be the projection of (H,<) for nodes that
reside in reactor r:

Hr
def
= {(n, ki) | (n, ki) ∈ H and rector(n)= r}.

Note that the order < is admissible precisely when ev-
ery Ai is maximum in <ri

.
The set of constraints that implies the unavoidable

deadlock is reached are:

• Threads are exhausted: For all reactors ri all
threads are exhausted after the ki tasks visit Ai

ψi : Tri
−

∑

(n,kj)∈Hri

kj = α(Ai)− 1. (C1)

Note that
∑

(n,kj)∈Hri

kj corresponds to the total

number of threads reserved in this execution in re-
actor r. This constraint is forcing the remaining
threads in r to be α(Ai) − 1, and therefore insuf-
ficient for any subsequent visit to Bi−1.

• The run is feasible: For all intermediate nodes
(n, ki) ∈ H, with n 6= Ai the protocol allows
thread allocation for all ki tasks. Assuming that
node n resides in r, this is expressed by

ϕ(n,ki) : Tr −
∑

(m,kj)≤r(n,ki)

kj ≥ α(n)− 1. (C2)

To show that an unavoidable deadlock is reachable it
is sufficient to show that the following global constraint
– together with (1) – is satisfiable:

Φ : (
∧

ν∈H

ϕν) ∧ (
∧

ψi)



A solution to Φ provides the initial resources and the
number of tasks following each path that produce the
unavoidable deadlock. To see that Φ is satisfiable we
first simplify (C1) as:

Tri
=

∑

(n,kj)∈Hr

kj + α(Ai)− 1. (C1’)

This equation gives a means to compute the value of
Tri

once all the ki (and the order <) are determined.
Since α(Ai) ≥ 1 and ki ≥ 1, then Tri

≥ 1 and this
equation is consistent with (1).

Now, using (C1’) we simplify the constraint (C2)
corresponding to ϕ(n,ki) to:

∑

(m,kj)>r(n,ki)

kj ≥ α(n)− α(Ai) (C2’)

The following example illustrates the use of this
technique to construct a run.

Example 2. Consider a scenario with the following
call graphs G1 and G2 (function names are omitted),
where we also display the annotations and the corre-
sponding global call graph:

G1 : n11 t
1

n12 r
1

n13 s
1

G2 : n21 t
1

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

This global call graph has a simple dependency cy-
cle 〈[n12, n22], [n13, n23]〉. If the resources allocated are
Tr = 1, Ts = 1 and Tt = 1 no deadlock is reachable.
To see this, it is enough to observe that only one task
can be granted access to either node n11 or n21, so the
fact that Tt = 1 and that these nodes have annotation
1 serializes the access to the rest of the nodes in the
call graphs. This serialization actually breaks the cyclic
contention expressed by the annotation condition.

However, we show that allocation of more reactor
threads (by increasing Tt) could lead to a deadlock. We
illustrate now the technique outlined above. The two
paths leading to A-nodes are π1 = (n11, n12) and π2 =
(n21, n22). Let k1 denote the number of tasks following
π1 and k2 following π2. The set of visits is:

H = {(n11, k1), (n12, k1), (n21, k2), (n22, k2)}.

We pick the following admissible total order <, that
respects the topological order of π1 and π2 and for which
the A-nodes are the last visits of their reactors:

(n11, k1) < (n21, k2) < (n12, k1) < (n22, k2).

Consequently, the set of constrains is:

Tt − k1 ≥ α(n11)− 1
Tt − k1 − k2 ≥ α(n21)− 1
Tr − k1 = α(n12)− 1
Ts − k2 = α(n22)− 1

Simplifying with the numerical values of the anno-
tations α and using the substitutions (C1’) and (C2’):

Tt − k1 ≥ 0
Tt − k1 − k2 ≥ 0

Tr = k1

Ts = k2

This system is clearly satisfiable, as shown by picking
k1 = k2 = 1, and Tr = 1, Ts = 1 and Tt = 2. In other
words, the following sequence leads to an unavoidable
deadlock: (1) let resources be Tr = 1, Ts = 1 and Tt =
2; (2) two tasks are spawned, one instance (P1) of call
graph G1 and another (P2) of call graph G2; (3) P1

advances through n11, and then P2 advances to n21;
(4) finally, P1 advances to n12 and P2 enters n22. At
this point tr = ts = 0, and consequently none of the
tasks can independently proceed to completion, so the
deadlock is unavoidable. The execution of this example
is graphically depicted in Fig. 5.

The previous discussion shows that if we violate the
annotation condition, even if we come up with a set
of resources (Tr = 1, Ts = 1 and Tt = 1) that avoids
deadlock, if we allocate more resources (Tr = 1, Ts = 1
and Tt = 2) there is a possibility of deadlock.

The following example shows a more sophisticated
scenario, were paths leading to the nodes causing the
deadlock have common ancestors:

Example 3. Consider a scenario with a single call
graph G with annotations α(n1) = 3, and α(n2) =
α(n3) = α(n4) = α(n5) = α(n6) as we show in the
following global call graph:

n2 t
1

n3 r
1

n4 s
1

n1 r 3

n5 s
1

n6 r
1

There is a simple dependency cycle
〈[n3, n5], [n4, n6]〉, which generates the paths
π1 : (n1, n2, n3) and π2 : (n1, n5). Path π1 rep-
resents the sequence of nodes that are visited prior to
n3, while path π2 contains the sequence ending in n5.
Observe that node n1 is shared among the two paths.

Let k1 tasks following path π1 and k2 tasks follow-
ing π2. The set of visits for these two paths is H =
{(n1, k1), (n2, k1), (n3, k1), (n1, k2), (n5, k2)}. One ad-
missible total order is: (n1, k1) < (n2, k1) < (n1, k2) <
(n5, k2) < (n3, k1). This order corresponds to the run



n11 t
1•••

n12 r
1

n13 s
1

n21 t
1◦◦◦

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

n11 t
1•••

n12 r
1

n13 s
1

n21 t
1◦◦◦

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

n11 t
1•••

n12 r
1

n13 s
1

n21 t
1◦◦◦

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

(a) Task sets k1 and k2 are spawned. (b) All k1 visit n11. (c) All k2 visit n21.

n11 t
1

n12 r
1•••

n13 s
1

n21 t
1◦◦◦

n22 s
1

n23 r
1

n11 t
1

n12 r
1•••

n13 s
1

n21 t
1

n22 s
1◦◦◦

n23 r
1

(d) All k1 tasks visit A1 = n12. (e) k2 visits A2 = n22.
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1
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1

n4 s
1

n1 r 3
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1

n6 r
1

(a) Task sets k1 and k2 are spawned. (b) All k1 visit n1. (c) All k1 visit n2.

n2 t
•••1

n3 r
1

n4 s
1

n1 r 3
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n5 s

1

n6 r
1

n2 t
1•••

n3 r
1

n4 s
1

n1 r 3

n5 s
◦◦◦1

n6 r
1

n2 t
1

n3 r
1•••

n4 s
1

n1 r 3

n5 s
1◦◦◦

n6 r
1

(d) All k2 tasks visit n1. (e) k2 visit A2 = n5. (f) k1 visit A1 = n3.
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displayed in Fig 6. The corresponding set of constraints
is:

Tr − k1 ≥ α(n1)− 1
Tt − k1 ≥ α(n2)− 1

Tr − k1 − k2 ≥ α(n1)− 1
Ts − k2 = α(n5)− 1

Tr − (k1 + k2)− k1 = α(n3)− 1

which rewrite, according to (C1’) and (C2’), into:

k2 + k1 ≥ 2
Tt − k1 ≥ 0

k1 ≥ 2

Ts = k2

Tr = k1 + k2 + k1

This system of equations is clearly satisfiable. One
possible solution is k1 = 2, k2 = 1, and Tr = 5, Ts = 1,
Tt = 2. In other words, if the reactors r, s and t have
initially available 5, 1 and 2 threads (resp.), then 2
tasks can be spawned to follow the path π1, and 1 to
follow π2 which causes a deadlock.

If an scenario that violates the annotation condition
a deadlock is possible:

Theorem 11. If an annotation has dependency cycles
then given enough resources a deadlock is reachable.

Proof. Let S be a system and α an annotation such
that the global call graph GS,α has dependency cycles.
Consider a simple cycle C, which by Lemma 7 always
exists. There is an admissible order for visiting the
nodes in C: the order < where first all internal nodes
of every path πi are visited in topological order, and
then all Ai are visited is admissible.

Using any admissible order the generated set of con-
straints (C1’) and (C2’) is satisfiable. The following
values of ki and Tr satisfy all the equations: (1) if a re-
actor r does not appear in any equation then let Tr = 1.
(2) take ki to be the largest value of the right hand side
of any formula ϕ(n,ki) where ki appears. This way, all
(C2’) are satisfied. (3) compute the values of Tri

using
(C1’). (4) Finally, if some reactor r is visited in some



intermediate node but no Ai resides in r, simply pick
Tr to be the addition of all other elements appearing in
all equations involving Tr. All these are of type (C2)
which are then satisfied.

Using the same construction we can show that Φ is
still satisfiable even if we add extra constraints of the
form Tr > c for constants c. Therefore, given any set
of resources, a scenario with reachable deadlocks can
always be built by allocating more resources.

6. Conclusions

We have presented an efficient method to compute
optimal annotations that meet the annotation condi-
tion. We have also shown that the annotation con-
dition captures the essence of deadlock avoidance: if
this condition is violated increasing the resources of a
deadlock free system a deadlock can be reached.

The deadlock avoidance schema presented here as-
sumes that call graphs do no have cycles. Even though
this is still useful for DRE systems, it is an impor-
tant open problem to see under which conditions cyclic
global call graphs, for example with simple forms of
recursion, can be handled. It is also interesting to
see to what extent these techniques can be applied to
FMSs, where efficient variations of (centralized) dead-
lock avoidance have been developed in recent years.
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